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Abstract

English and the second one was either in
Arabic, Chinese, French, or Russian.

This paper presents our approaches to
SemEval-2021 Task 2: Multilingual and
Cross-lingual Word-in-Context Disambiguation task. The first approach attempted to
reformulate the task as a question answering
problem, while the second one framed it as
a binary classification problem. Our best
system, which is an ensemble of XLM-R
based binary classifiers trained with data
augmentation, is among the 3 best-performing
systems for Russian, French and Arabic in the
multilingual subtask. In the post-evaluation
period, we experimented with batch normalization, subword pooling and target word
occurrence aggregation methods, resulting in
further performance improvements.

1

Introduction

In the Semeval-2021 Task 2: Multilingual and
Cross-lingual Word-in-Context Disambiguation
task, the participants were asked to classify whether
the target word, occurring in two sentences (sentence1 and sentence2), is used in the same or in a
different meaning. The two sentences could be in
the same language or different languages. There
were two subtasks:
• Multilingual Word-in-Context Disambiguation, where both sentences were in
the same language, either Arabic, Chinese,
English, French or Russian
• Cross-lingual Word-in-Context Disambiguation, where the first sentence was in

More detailed information regarding the task is
provided by Martelli et al. (2021).
We participated in both tracks and experimented
with two approaches1 . The first approach fine-tunes
XLM-R (Conneau et al., 2020a) as a question answering system searching in the second sentence
for a word with the same meaning as the target
word in the first sentence. The second approach
fine-tunes XLM-R as a binary classifier, and ensembles several such classifiers. Also, we used
data augmentation to double the number of training examples. This second approach took the 2nd
place for the monolingual subtask in Arabic and
the 3rd place for the monolingual subtask in French
and Russian. In the cross-lingual subtask, the system ranked 6th for French and Arabic. The same
system was applied to all subtasks and languages.
During the post-evaluation period, we performed
thorough experiments with our system. We compared different subword pooling methods, including mean, max, first pooling and their combinations, and found that combinations do not help
and mean pooling is overall the best choice. Unlike pooling, instead of a simple concatenation of
contextualized embeddings for the target word occurrences, it is helpful to combine their difference
and normalized component-wise product. Finally,
we found it beneficial to add a batch normalization
1
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Set
train-en-en
dev-en-en
dev-ar-ar
dev-ru-ru
dev-fr-fr
dev-zh-zh
trial-xx-xx

layer before feeding those vectors into the classification head.

2

Related Work

Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) is the task of
associating the occurrence of a word in a text with
its correct meaning from a predefined inventory of
senses (Navigli, 2009; Scarlini et al., 2020a). Wordin-Context Disambiguation is a new declination
of WSD aiming to evaluate the ability of modern
language models to accurately represent contextsensitive words (Pilehvar and Camacho-Collados,
2019; Scarlini et al., 2020b). Its advantage is that it
does not rely on pre-defined sense inventories. Because Word Sense Disambiguation relies on world
knowledge for successful solving (Navigli, 2009),
modern large pre-trained models show promising
results in solving this task.
Among such works, we can mention ARES
(Scarlini et al., 2020b). ARES is a semi-supervised
approach for creating sense embeddings. The authors use BERT and UKB (Agirre et al., 2014)
to find contexts that are similar to each other and
link them to meanings in WordNet (Miller et al.,
1990). Then, they enrich synset contexts with collocational information from SyntagNet (Maru et al.,
2019). Finally, they enrich SemCor (Miller et al.,
1993) contexts and WordNet glosses to create senselevel representations. ARES performs better than
models with a comparable number of parameters
such as BERT or RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019).
However, there has been substantial progress
in the field of language modelling since BERT
first appeared. Many researchers have noticed that
BERT is undertrained and that training it longer
and on more data, increases the model performance. Among such new models, we may name
XLM-RoBERTa (XLM-R) (Conneau et al., 2020a).
XLM-R, as well as BERT, is based on a Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017). XLM-R uses
masked language modelling objective (Devlin et al.,
2018; Lample and Conneau, 2019) for model training, where some tokens are replaced with a special
”[MASK]” token and the model is to restore the
masked tokens. XLM-R was trained on a cleaned
two-terabyte CommonCrawl Corpus in 100 languages.
A new promising approach to language task modelling is treating any natural language task as a
question answering problem. Among such works,
we can mention (Cohen et al., 2020) where the au-

Pos
4000
500 (0)
500 (349)
500 (337)
500 (366)
500 (323)
x (x)

Neg
4000
500 (0)
500 (351)
500 (363)
500 (334)
500 (377)
y (y)

Table 1: Statistics of the data provided by organizers.
The numbers in brackets show the portion used as training examples. In trial set there were up to 8 examples
for each of 9 multilingual and cross-lingual sets.

thors restructured relation classification as a Question Answering (QA) like span prediction problem.
It allowed them to get state-of-the-art results for
TACRED and SemEval 2010 task 8 datasets. We
decided to adopt a similar approach to the task of
word sense disambiguation.

3

Submitted Systems Description

Our systems are based on XLM-RoBERTa (XLMR) model Conneau et al. (2020b). We used XLM-R
large model as a backbone in all our submissions
but switched to XLM-R base for some of the postevaluation experiments. Two model training scenarios have been tested. In the first case (AG), due to
the symmetric nature of the dataset, we decided to
augment the dataset and flip the first and the second
sentences. In the second case (MTL), multi-task
learning was applied. More detailed descriptions
are provided in the following sections. We used
transformers library (Wolf et al., 2019).
3.1

Data

In all our experiments we used only the datasets
provided in the shared task. For training, we employed the whole English train set, 70% of the
development sets for other languages and all the
trial data. The remaining data were used to select
hyperparameters and do early stopping. We employed a lexical split resulting in different target
words for training and validation. Table 1 presents
detailed statistics. Optionally, in systems with AG
suffix, train and test time data augmentation was
performed by swapping sentences in each example
to double the amount of data. If the predictions
for symmetric examples were conflicting with each
other we assumed the prediction is negative.
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Hyperparameter
weight decay
warmup proportion
dropout
learning rate
learning rate scheduler
optimizer
epochs
batch samples
max sequence length
max gradient norm

Figure 1: QA-based model architecture

3.2

QA Systems

Inspired by the work of Cohen et al. (2020), in our
preliminary experiments we tried to solve MCLWIC in Question Answering (QA) task manner,
where we predict the start and end positions (the
span) of the answer in a given text.
Given the target word w and a pair of tokenized
sentences [s1 ... w ... sn ] and [k1 ... w ... kn ], we
form the following input to XLM-R model with
marked by • and / symbols target word in the first
sentence:
[CLS] Find the same sense of the marked word
[EOS] s1 ... • w / ... sn [EOS] k1 ... w ... kn
[EOS]. We tokenize target word in context and its
left and right contexts for both sentences separately.
The architecture of our QA system could be seen
in Figure 1. We predict the span A (answer) of the
target word in the second sentence if it is used
in the same meaning as in the first sentence and
the span of the [CLS] token otherwise. Also, we
additionally predict the span of Q (question) of the
target word in the first sentence. We use a dropout
layer followed by a linear layer over XLM-R output
oi from the last layer at timesteps i to predict the
probability that oi is the start or the end of the spans
Q and A.
As for each target word we had its part of speech
label (PoS), we decided to predict it using a linear
layer over the output corresponding to [CLS] token
from the last layer of XLM-R.
During the training process, we optimize the
weighted sum of cross-entropy losses of A span, Q
span, and PoS predictions. And as the corresponding weights, we take the softmax over the learnable
weights’ vector V ∈ R3 .
We fine-tuned the models in the settings from
Table 2. Four times per training epoch we were
validating our models and saving the best one. During the inference we assumed the positive answer
if the model predicted possible span A that satisfied conditions Astart < Aend and Astart >
P ref ixQuestion. We did not try to train QA sys-

Value
0.1
0.1
0.1
1e-4
linear warmup
Adam
50
64
256
1.0

Table 2: Training hyperparameters of MTL-EN and
MTL-XX systems, submitted to the competition

tems with symmetric data augmentation.
Further, we will be referring to the model validated on the English development set as the MTLEN model. And as MTL-XX we will be referring
to the models validated on one of the remaining
development sets for the Russian, Arabic, French
and Chinese languages.
3.3

BC Systems

Along with QA models, we tried a more traditional
and straightforward approach of fine-tuning XLMR as a binary classifier (BC).
So, given the target word w and a pair of tokenized sentences [s1 ... w ... sn ] and [k1 ... w
... kn ] we formed the following input example to
XLM-R model:
[CLS] s1 ... w ... sn [EOS] k1 ... w ... kn [EOS].
The sentences were tokenized the same way as in
QA models.
We feed it to XLM-R and pool outputs os and
ok from the last layer from the subwords corresponding to the target word in two sentences. In
our submissions we either took the output from
the first subword, or used max pooling. In the
post-evaluation, we also tried mean pooling and
found, that it consistently provides the best results.
Then we tried concatenating it with first (mf) or
max (mm) pooled vectors, as well as both of them
(mmf). Finally, we tried concatenating min, max
and mean pooled outputs (mmm).
After obtaining fixed-sized representations of
the first and the second target word occurrence,
we concatenate them and feed them to the binary
classifier, which is the sequence of dropout, linear,
tanh, dropout and linear layers. The architecture of
the model is depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 3: Data augmentation effect on xlmr.large performance

Figure 2: BC-based model architecture

In the post-evaluation period we tried replacing
concatenation (concat) with alternative aggregation techniques. First, we tried using componentwise difference (diff) or multiplication (mul) with
an optional normalization of word occurrence vectors (mulnorm). Then we tried combining representations obtained with different aggregation
techniques by concatenating them. We denote
those combinations by letter sequences, where c
stands for the concatenation of the first and the
second vector, d for their difference and m for
their component-wise product. The inputs to each
of those operations can be optionally normalized,
which is denoted by n after the corresponding operation. For instance, dmn means that we concatenate the difference of non-normalized and the
product of normalized vectors. Also in the postevaluation, we found it beneficial to apply batch
normalization before feeding aggregated representations into the classification head.
During training, we applied 2-class softmax and
optimized the cross-entropy loss. We fine-tuned
BC models using almost the same settings as for
QA models. Here, we used the constant learning
rate of 1e-5 with linear warmup during the first
10% of training steps. During post-evaluation, we
added linear learning rate decay.
Our submitted BC systems are ensembles of
these three models: first, first-AG and max-AG
differing by subwords pooling strategy and by use
of data augmentation. We would be referring to
the ensemble of these models validated on the English dev set as ENS-EN and as ENS-XX for an
ensemble of models validated on corresponding
dev sets.

4

Experiments and Results

As our submissions showed us that BC models
perform much better than QA models, in our post-

Figure 4: Comparison of target aggregation methods
for xlmr.base (mean pooling, no batchnorm)

Figure 5: Comparison of subword pooling methods for
xlmr.base (dmn agg. with batchnorm)

evaluation experiments we focused on them. In
the following experiments, we report the best accuracy obtained during training on the English development set (best dev.en-en) and the best average accuracy on all non-English development sets
(best dev.nen-nen) from our own split. For those
epochs where the best dev set accuracy is achieved,
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we report accuracy on the official English test set
(test.en-en) and averaged over official non-English
test sets (test.nen-nen). Due to space limitations,
we report the results on all test sets only for our
best models in Table 3.
In the first experiment, we trained the submitted
models with and without data augmentation. Figure 3 shows that the augmentation never decreases
performance, at least if the learning rate is selected
properly. Thus, we always performed data augmentation in the following experiments.
Figure 4 compares target aggregation techniques. The concatenation of the difference of nonnormalized vectors and component-wise product
of normalized vectors (dmn) proved to outperform
all other methods by a large margin, especially
when the learning rate is properly selected. Thus,
we used this technique for the following experiments. A simple concatenation of target embeddings, which was used in our submissions, is more
than 3% worse and is often outperformed by the
difference or component-wise product.
Since concatenating normalized and nonnormalized vectors can make training difficult, we
decided to apply batch normalization before feeding those vectors into the classification head. Figure 6 shows that batch normalization does not improve results for English much, but considerably
improves the average performance on other languages. This is probably due to the fact, that the
overwhelming majority of training examples are in
English.
Also, from figure 6 we notice that for English different poolings give similar performance. For other
languages, first pooling is a bad option. We hypothesise that this results from non-English words being
split into sub-word tokens more frequently. Mean
pooling consistently outperforms other poolings.
Figure 5 additionally compares combinations of
different subword poolings. However, those combinations did not improve results compared to single
mean pooling.
Finally, we estimated how much the additional
multilingual training data help compared to using
only English training examples and counting on
cross-lingual zero-shot transfer. In table 3 we denote xlmr.base models fine-tuned only on English
train and trial data as enonly. We see that including non-English examples into the training set improves the results by 1.5-3% for multilingual and
even more for cross-lingual scenarios. Surprisingly,

it also gives some improvement for English.
Table 3 summarizes the results of our submitted
systems and the following post-evaluation experiments. During the evaluation period, we made a
total of 4 submission attempts, two for the Question
Answering based approach and two for the binary
classifier approach. During training the best checkpoint was selected either individually for each language using corresponding dev set accuracy (XX),
or by English dev set accuracy (EN). We see that
the first approach to the task (MTL-EN, MTL-XX)
shows much worse results compared to the second
one (ENS-EN, ENS-XX). For the second approach,
we submitted two ensembles consisting of three
models shown in the same Table 3. As expected,
ensembling the models helped to improve the results greatly.
As we figured out that dmn target aggregation
and mean subword pooling performs significantly
better compared to other variants for XLMR.base
model, we trained XLMR.large version with hyperparameters from the best XLMR.base model. The
results of the models validated either by score on
English dev set (EN), or by the average score for
non-English dev sets (nEN), or by scores on each
dev set individually (XX), are shown in the third
group of results in the Table3. We see that these
models outperform any single model from the evaluation phase for all multilingual subtask’s test sets
and test.en-ar set from cross-lingual subtask.
And lastly, we report the results for an ensemble
of three XLMR.large models: two mean-dmn models trained with learning rates 1e − 5 and 2e − 5
and one mean-cnmn model trained with learning
rate equal to 1e − 5. We see that using ensemble of
models with new subword pooling and target aggregation techniques helps us to improve our official
results from competition. We improved our results
for test.ru-ru (3 → 2), test.fr-fr (2 → 1), test.enen (15 → 12), test.zh-zh (21 → 17), test.en-ar
(6 → 4) and test.en-zh (17 → 12) sets.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have described our approach to
SemEval-2021 Task 2. We tried treating Word-inContext Disambiguation as question answering and
binary classification problems. In our case, binary
classification turned out to be a more promising approach. Also, we found that mean pooling over subwords is the best option, batch normalization helps
when added before classification head, and concate-
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Model

ar-ar

ru-ru
fr-fr
en-en
zh-zh
en-ar
en-ru
en-fr
our submissions: question answering based
MTL-EN
73.9
75.0
77.9
84.7
77.7
63.1
66.8
69.8
MTL-XX
77.0
76.2
73.9
84.7
76.5
–
–
–
our submissions: binary classifier based
ENS-EN
84.6(2) 85.3(10) 86.4(3) 91.1(15) 83.9(21) 86.5(6) 87.0(8) 87.2(6)
ENS-XX
83.8(8) 86.6(3) 86.3(4) 91.1(15) 83.5(22) –
–
–
first-concat-EN
83.5
84.2
84.8
90.0
82.2
85.4
86.4
86.4
first-concat-XX
82.0
84.6
84.8
90.0
82.1
–
–
–
first-concat-noAG-EN 82.3
82.5
85.4
90.8
81.4
84.9
85.7
86.1
first-concat-noAG-XX 82.9
84.0
84.9
90.8
80.9
–
–
–
max-concat-EN
83.2
85.8
84.1
89.8
84.5
85.7
82.6
84.2
max-concat-XX
83.6
83.3
84.7
89.8
84.9
–
–
–
post-evaluation results: xlmr.large, mean-dmn,lr=1e-5
XX
84.0
86.1
84.5
90.7
83.5
–
–
–
EN
83.6
86.4
85.8
90.7
84.7
86.3
85.4
85.5
nEN
84.2
84.7
85.2
89.9
84.3
84.7
84.2
83.9
post-evaluation results: xlmr.large, mean-dmn,lr=2e-5 + mean-cnmn,lr=2e-5 + mean-dmn,lr=1e-5
ENS-EN
84.6(2) 87.0(2) 87.5(1) 91.4(12) 84.8(17) 87.6(4) 86.2(12) 86.2(7)
post-evaluation results: xlmr.base, mean-dmn
XX
83.3
80.7
82.8
88.8
81.3
–
–
–
enonly-XX
80.5
79.4
80.7
87.1
80.1
–
–
–
EN
78.1
80.9
82.8
88.8
81.9
78.8
82.2
82.1
enonly-EN
81.9
78.6
80.7
87.1
79.6
75.5
79.5
76.7
nEN
82.1
80.7
83.4
89.1
81.3
80.7
82.4
82.7
enonly-nEN
81.3
79.4
81.4
87.8
81.0
74.3
77.9
75.9

en-zh
69.3
–
86.0(17)
–
84.4
–
85.8
–
81.9
–
–
85.5
83.7
87.1(12)
–
–
83.6
73.4
79.9
72.5

Table 3: Results on all cross-lingual and monolingual test sets. XX denotes models validated on corresponding
dev sets. For instance, XX model’s result for ru-ru set was obtained by model validated on dev.ru-ru set. nEN
denotes models validated by averaged scores for non-English dev sets and EN denotes the ones validated on the
English dev set. During the evaluation period we submitted MTL-EN, MTL-XX, ENS-EN and ENS-XX models’
predictions.
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